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FTTX Wing Box - 566210 Instruction manual 
 
This manual describes the installation, the specific characteristics and the possible applications.  
The FTTX Wing Box is designed for indoor and outdoor use.  
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1 Introduction 
 
 1.1 General remark 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Installation manual 

This installation manual is addressed to trained staff and requires particular 

expertise in working with fibre optics, optical cable, tubes, blown fibre cable as 

well as professional handling with FO-connector systems and permanent splice 

termination technology.  

This manual should be studied completely before the installation. 

In every case the applicable accident prevention regulations and the specific 

regulations for working and operating fibre optic systems must be observed.  

Warning! Possible invisible laser radiation! 

During all operations at optical systems the relevant regulations for dealing with 

fibre optics and possible laser radiation must be observed strictly. 

Remark on dealing with fibre optic cable  

When working on fibre optic cable and fibre observe the manufacturer 

information and use the appropriate tools. Ensure at cutting tools the correct 

depth by a trial cut and adjust if required.  

The applicable safety measures must be followed, like wearing safety glasses. 

Fibre remains must be professional collected and disposed.  
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2 General 
 

2.1  Shipment FTTX Wing Box - Standard – Article number 566210 
 
Important notice: Check before the installation the content of the shipment for completeness and possible damages. 
Complaints must be immediately documented and reported. Subsequent complaints after installation cannot be considered. 
  
The dimensions of the FTTX Wing Box are (H) 175 mm x (W) 116 mm x (D) 50mm. The box is in a variety of basic 
configurations, both indoor and outdoor usage for wall mount and pole installation available. The box can be used as splice 
only, or splice-patch application. This manual covers the design for crimp and heatshrink splice protection as well as the 
variant with and without pre-assembled pigtails for SC and LC adapter patching.  
Depending on the article, max. 8 SC-simplex or 8 LC-duplex adapters can be installed. Also max 24 ANT crimp or 12 
heatshrink splice protection elements at a max. length of  50 mm und 1 mechanical splice or 1 splitter at max. dimension 
4x4x50 mm can be used. 
 
The scope of the shipment of the FTTX Wing Box contains the following items: 
 
FTTX Wing Box base   1 pcs. 
Cover with sealing   1 pcs. 
Splice tray holder    1 pcs. 
Splice tray    1 pcs. 
Crimp-splice holder for 12 fibre  2 pcs. 
Adapter frame for 8 adapter, detachable 1 pcs. 
Strain relief bracket, metal, incl. screw 1 pcs. 
Sealing (7-10 mm), 2-parted  1 pcs. 
Plug (7-10 mm)    1 pcs. 
Sealing (0 – 3 mm), 4-parted  2 pcs. 
Torx screw (M4 x 10)   1 pcs. 
 

Strain relief, metal for 7 mm tubes  2 pcs. 
Strain relief, metal for 10 mm tubes  2 pcs. 
Strain relief (0.9 - 3 mm)   2 pcs. 
Phillips screw (4.2 x 38) and universal 
dowel 6mm *)    3 pcs. 
Cable tie (140 x 3.6 mm)   2 pcs. 
Foam tape    1 pcs. 
Dummy cap    1 pcs. 
Quick Guide instruction manual   1 pcs. 
 
 
 

*) According the infrastructure conditions the usage of the attached installation material, in particular the dowels needs to be 
checked on site and adjusted if necessary.  

 
Fig.: 1 
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2.2 Tools 
 

• Stripping tool for cable, 
buffer tube and fibre 

• Drilling machine  

• Marker 

• Knife 

• Measuring tool 

• Tube cutter 

• Wire cutter 

• Scissors 

• Phillips screw driver /bit for 
Phillips and Torx® screw 

• Needle-nosed pliers, long

 
  

3 Setting up the box 
 

3.1 Preparation 
 

3.1.1 Cover opening and detach 

  
To open the cover push the two side tabs of the cover inwards and then push out the cover. At an opening angle of appx. 

110°, you feel a slight resistance in the rotary movement. Slightly flip the cover over this resistance to achieve a stop 

position of the cover for free work access when installed at the wall. To close the cover, push the cover down over the 

resistance. The cover is correct closed soon the two tabs are locked in place.  

 

  
  Fig.: 2    Fig.: 3    Fig.: 4 

 

For further maintenance or installation work, the cover can be detached from the box by unhooking it from the hinge. To do 

this, open the box as described up to an angle of appx. 180°. In this position, the cover can be pushed out of the hinge from 

the back to the front by simultaneously pressing on both sides. (Fig.: 5/6). The insertion of the cover is realized in reverse 

order. 

 

    
   Fig.: 5      Fig.: 6 
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3.1.2 Wall mounting 
 
Remark: The mounting position of the wall box must be in accordance with the valid fire protection regulations, in particular 
to the transition from outdoor to indoor cable and should therefore be as close as possible to the cable entry. Also check in 
advance if cable or pipes are laid in the desired mounting area.  
 

To determine the mounting position, the FTTX Wing Box must be opened and all components therein like mounting 

hardware, strain relief and the seals should be stored safely. Open the cover to max. angle (180°). Above the cover you 

should keep appx. 2 cm space to detach the cover. Basic space requirement on the box is at approximate (HxW) 

37 cm x 20 cm. The outsides of the box can be used for alignment (Fig.:7). Now mark the position of the mounting holes 

(see Figure below) with the marker and the base of the box. Drill the 6mm diameter holes 40 mm deep at the marked 

positions (Fig.: 8). Insert the appropriate dowel and mount the box with the screws at the wall. When tightening the screws, 

ensure that there is no distortion due to an uneven wall surface, in case please compensate it appropriate.   

Alternative the optionally available mounting plate can be used. Important installation instructions you find at Chapter 5.2.1 . 

 

     
 Fig.: 7    Fig.: 8     Fig.: 9 

 

 

3.2 Diversity of the box 
 

3.2.1 Variant with pre-assembled adapter and pigtails 
 
In case of the variant with factory pre-assembled adapter and pigtails the following procedure at Item 3.2.2. is not 
applicable. Continue at Item 3.3 .  
 
 

3.2.2 Variant with own assembly of adapter frame, adapter and pigtails 
 
For further installation open the cover of the FTTX Wing Box and put it to the stop position, or detach it. Fold up the splice 
tray until it remains in its stop position. 
 
Carefully remove the patch frame from the holder (Fig.: 10) and remove the injection points in the box with a suitable tool 
that way that no burrs or pikes can be felt (Fig.: 11). Now slide the patch frame into its holding position with a push from the 
left until it is locked (Fig.: 12). 
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  Fig.: 10     Fig.: 11    Fig.: 12 
 
Then you can slide in the adapter from the top, starting at the left side. Pay attention to the port counting. (Fig.: 13/14). It is 
recommended to complete the lower row at first, so that you keep free access for expansion, if not all adapters are required 
at day one. (Fig.: 15). 
 
 

   
 Fig.: 13     Fig.: 14     Fig.: 15 
  
Take the pigtails in accordance to the color code, if applicable, out of the packaging and mark the strip position at the buffer 
tube. To do so, put the pigtail at the buffer tube strain relief and mark the strip position as shown in Figure 16. 
 
Prepare the required buffer tubes. Clean the connector end face of the pigtail and insert it properly in the adapter. In this 
process you should start at adapter position 1 too. Ensure the connector is correct clicked into the adapter.  
 

                
          Fig.: 16 

Upper row 
09/10 | 11/12 | 13/14 | 15/16  

01/02 | 03/04 | 05/06 | 07/08 
Lower row 

Routig channel to 
splice tray top level  

Buffer tube strip 
position  

Remark: If necessary, you can view the following procedure in a 
video. Click this link or open the QR code.  
 
 
 
 
 
Route the buffer tube to the splice tray as shown in Figure 16. 
Put the buffer tubes and stripped fibre together and form a loop 
that fits the size of the storage area at the bottom of the splice 
tray. Guide the fibre behind the buffer tube in the routing channel 
to the top level of the splice tray.  
 
You can store the fibre at the feedthrough area (Fig.: 16) at the 
left hand side of the box.  
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Carefully press the buffer tube with your fingertips in the strain relief (Fig.: 17) and store the fibre loop in the fibre storage at 
the bottom of the splice tray (see Fig.: 16). While holding the fibre on the left side, carefully fold the tray into its starting 
position and loop the fibre, of min. 120 cm to max. 200 cm, into the storage at top of the splice tray. The end of the fibre 
should be placed in the area of the splice protection holder (Fig.: 18).  
 

    
   Fig.: 17              Fig.: 18   
 
 
 

3.3 Wiring/Connection of the box 
 

3.3.1 Access / Feed of tubes 
 

For further installation open the cover of the FTTX Wing Box and put it to the stop position, or detach it. Fold up the 
splice tray until it remains in its stop position.  
 

    
  Fig.: 19     Fig.: 20    Fig.: 21 
 
The sealing is factory pre-installed in the access and distribution area of the box. Please remove the sealing at the 
access area, which is designed for cable and tubes at a diam. of 7-10 mm, by pulling it upwards out of the guidance 
groove. The bottom element can stay in its corresponding position. Store the sealing elements and plug safely to avoid 
damage and dirt.  
 
Please insert the two cable ties at the position of the mounting eye as shown, for the subsequent fixation of the feeder 
tube as well as the gas-water block connector.  
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The strip position indication is related to the mini gas-water block connector. For other strain relief and sealing systems 
this position may deviate. Please check it on site and observe the specifications of the box. If you have any questions, 
do not hesitate to contact your TKF representative. 
 

 
         Fig.: 22 
 
Following the definitive routing way, position the tube in the sealing of the access area and mark the strip position and 
the middle for the foam tape placement.  

     
  Fig.: 23     Fig.: 24    Fig.: 25 
 
Properly strip the tube with the adequate tool, in case the fibre cable is already blown in please work accordingly 
careful and follow strictly the instructions of the manufacturer.  
Cut with the scissors 1cm of the self-adhesive foam tape and fix it on the middle of the marked position at the micro 
tube. 
 
Remark: 
When installing the tube, ensure that the foam tape does not protrude into the sealing area, otherwise it will interfere 
the correct tightness. 
Please use the two metal strain reliefs of the accessory pack and pay attention to the appropriate size! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A: Middle position of foam tape  
B: Strip position tube 
C: Strip position cable sheath 
D: Strip position buffer tube 
E: Strain relief Aramid yarn 
 
Lenght of the fibre should be appx. 
180 -200 cm. 
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Insert now, as shown in the figure the appropriate 7 or 10 mm metal strain relief for the tube into both guidance grooves 
and press them down until they are flush with the guide.  
 

     
 Fig.: 26    Fig.: 27    Fig.: 28   Fig.: 29 
 
You can now install the relevant gas-water block connector at the stripped micro tube.  
 
Remark: 
If the feeder tube is already installed earlier, you must take it out of the sealing and strain relief and remove the gas-
water block connector from the tube to be able for blown in the cable. Now you can blow in the fibre cable. 
 
Then strip the cable and prepare it for storage in the splice tray. It is mandatory to observe the manufacturer instruction 
for stripping the cable. 
Mark in accordance to Figure 22 the strip position of the cable sheath (Pos. “C”) on the cable. The sheath should be ~1 
cm behind the gas-water block connector stripped. After you have stripped the cable, mark the strip position of the 
buffer tube (Pos. “D”), appx. 1-2 cm behind the cable sheath dismantling. (see Fig.: 32). 
 
After this strip procedure route the prepared tube with the cable and fibre back into the relevant mounting position at 
the box. Press the tube uniformly in both metal strain reliefs and the bottom part of the sealing until it fits properly.  
 

     
  Fig.: 30     Fig.: 31    Fig.: 32 
 
Then tighten the cable ties at the appropriate position and cut off the excess end. Replace the top part of the sealing 
and press it against the installed tube. Secure the blown cable with its strain relief elements (twist slightly the aramid 
yarn) in accordance to Figure 31 at the appropriate positions.  
 
Note: The insertion of the fibre in the splice tray is described in Item 3.3.3 . 
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3.3.2 Access / Feed of cable 
 
In general gets the installation of a cable in the same way carried out than a tube with blown fibre cable, just with a few 
differences.  
Following the definitive routing way, route the incoming cable to the box and mark with the marker the strip and clamp 
position in accordance to the indicated position at Figure 33.  
  

   
  Fig.: 33 
 
 
Use the optional fastening element (Fig.: 34) for the 
central strength member of an cable with TKF Art.-no: 
405949 for the strain relief, at a diameter of 1mm to 
5 mm. 
The exact strip length needs to be adapted in acc. with 
the instruction in Figure 33.  
 

                                                
 Fig.: 34 

 
 

Cut with the scissors 1cm of the self-adhesive foam tape and fix them on the middle of the marked positions at the cable.  
(see Fig.:24) 
 
Remark: 
When installing the cable, ensure that the foam tape does not protrude into the sealing area, otherwise it will interfere the 
correct tightness. 
 
Then strip the cable and prepare it for storage in the splice tray. It is mandatory to observe the manufacturer instruction for 
stripping the cable. 
 
After this strip procedure install the fastening element of the central strenght member. Take care on the correct strip lenght 
to ensure the exact mounting position. Route the prepared cable with the buffer tube and fibre back into the relevant 
mounting position at the box. Press the cable uniformly in the bottom part of the sealing until it fits properly.  
 
 
 
 
 

A: Middle position of foam tape  
B: Middle position of foam tape 
C: Strip position cable sheath 
D: Strip position buffer tube 
E: Strain relief Aramid Yarn 
F: max. lenght of central strenght member 
strain relief 
 
Lenght of fibre should be appx.  
180 -200 cm.  
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Then tighten the cable ties at the appropriate position over the foam tape and cut off the excess end. Replace the top part 
of the sealing and press it against the installed cable. Secure with the attached screw the fastening element of the central 
strenght member at the position as shown in Figure 35. Afterwards fix the aramid yarn in accordance to Figure 31 at the 
appropriate position. 
 

 
   Fig.: 35 
 
 
 
 

3.3.3 Storage of fibres of the feeder cable 
 
The routing of buffer tubes/fibre is the same for blown fibre cable and regular installation cable.  
 

   
  Fig.: 36    Fig.: 37    Fig.: 38 
 
Fold up the splice tray until it remains in its stop position. Route the fibre in accordance to Figure 36 underneath the already 
placed pigtails to the splice tray. Fold the tray back into its starting position and put the fibre in the guiding duct (Fig.: 37). 
Loop the fibre, of min. 120 cm to max. 200 cm, into the storage of the splice tray whereby the fibre ends should be placed in 
the area of the splice protection holder. 
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3.3.4 Splicing 
 
At the factory are 2 pcs. Crimp splice for max. 24 fibres in 
the splice tray pre-assembled. If heathshrink splice 
protection elements are used, replace them with the 
optional available accessory parts.  
 
Take the required fibre length from the splice tray, cut the 
fibre to the appropriate length for final storage. Strip the 
coating of the fibre at a length in accordance to the 
manual of the splice tool manufacturer. Prepare the fibre 
end face and proceed with the splicing process. When 
the splicing is completed store the protection element in 
the holder and loop the fibre proper in the tray. Return 
the splice tray after completion back to its starting 
position. 
 
 

                Fig.: 39 
          
 
       

 

3.4 Utilization of Exit/Distribution area 
 

3.4.1 Detachable connection (Patch) 
 
In case of the detachable connection variant appropriate patch-cords are routed from adapters in the box to the 
components to be connected. In the box are in the two Exit/Distribution areas the corresponding 4-parted sealing elements 
with a   diameter range of 0-3mm pre-assembled. Remove the individual elements, as previously shown for the insertion 
area. (Fig.: 40). The bottom part of the sealing remains in its position. The individual elements are marked according to its 
installation position. 
Before connecting the patch-cord, please clean the connector end face and insert it in the adapter. Ensure the connector is 
correct clicked into the adapter. Then pass the cable through the sealing area out of the box. Up to 3 cables can be carried 
out per sealing layer. Insert the second sealing element and push it downwards in the guidance grooves and lightly press it 
on the patch-cords (Fig.: 41). Now insert additional patch-cords and proceed accordingly. Unused outlets are automatically 
sealed by the individual sealing elements. 
 

      
  Fig.: 40    Fig.: 41     Fig.: 42 
 
To guide in addition the patch-cords in the exit area and fix them slightly, use the block with the fixation elements (Fig.: 43) 
and select the appropriately sized guide element according to your patch-cord diameter. The elements are labeled 
accordingly their fixation ranges from 0.9 mm to 1.2 mm as well as from 1.3 mm to 2.0 mm and from 2.1 mm to 3.0 mm. 
Ensure that the fibre gets not constricted to avoid attenuation increases due to e.g. Macrobending. 
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     Fig.: 43   Fig.: 44     Fig.: 45 
 
Insert the appropriate element into the outer guidance groove and insert the patch cords into the corresponding slot. After 
all patch-cords have been inserted close the fixing element with the lock item acc. Figure 44/45.  
 
 

3.4.2 Permanent connection (Splice only) 
 
In the case of the splice only variant, either an indoor tube is used and the cable/fibre gets blown in, or typical indoor 
installation cables are used for the exit/distribution area. The installation of the tube is analogous to the installation of the 
feeder tube (refer Item: 3.3.1) or in case of the cable (refer Item 3.3.2). 
 
Depending on the size of the tube and cable the corresponding metal strain reliefs and the sealing elements for e.g. 5mm 
diameter are required. They are available in the optional accessory kit. (Note: the metal strain reliefs are only used for 
tubes!) 
 
The strip and clamp positions must be chosen in accordance to the above given instructions.  
Splicing will be done in accordance to the procedure described in Item 3.3.4 . 

 
 
   
   
 

4 Final operations 
 

4.1 Cover closing 
 
Closing the cover after completion of assembling is done in reverse order of opening. Refer to Chapter 3.1.1. 
When closing the cover, make sure that all seals are in the correct position, the splice tray is in the starting position and no 
fibres are protruding from the splice tray. 
 

4.2 Lock screw with cover 
 

The wall box can be secured with a screw against unauthorized access. On delivery status, below the splice tray, there is a 

holder in which a Torx screw with journals M4 x 10 is stored (see Fig.: 1). 

 

Take this screw, then close the cover and screw them hand-tight into the nut in the housing (Fig.: 46). The shipment 

includes a correspondingly coded dummy cap. Please place the cap on the recess and push it in with your thumb until it is 

flush with the cover (Fig.: 47). 
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  Fig.: 46     Fig.: 47 

 

On request, additional separate lock screws with special drives and screw heads are available. 

For this purpose please contact your TKF representative.  

 

If no lock screw is used the dummy cap only must be fitted accordingly. 

 

To re-access the box, the dummy cap can be easily removed using a flat screwdriver. To do this, insert the screwdriver into 

the front slot opening in the cover and pry the cap from the inside (Fig.: 48/49). Now you have access to the lock screw. The 

dummy cap can be reused. 

 

   
   Fig.: 48      Fig.: 49 
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4.3 Lead sealing 
 

 

If secondary safeguards are desired, additional access protection can also be achieved by attaching a lead seal. A lead 

seal is not part of the scope of delivery. For this purpose it is recommended to drill through one of the lateral side tabs of the 

cover (Fig.: 50). Mark the corresponding position (arrow) on the cover. Remove the cover and drill the hole and deburr it. 

Replace and close the cover and then attach the lead seal as shown in Figure 51. 

  
   Fig.: 50      Fig.: 51 
 
 
 

5 Special variants 
 

5.1 Splitter 
 
The splice tray incorporates an integrated holder for an optical splitter or xWDM element in front of the splice holder (see 
Fig.: 39). Depending on the design variant, the optical components can be integrated by splice or connector interface. The 
buffer tube and fibre routing must been carried out according to the desired application and will not be described here. 
 
If you have questions in respect of the handling, please do not hesitate to contact your TKF representative. 
 
 
 

5.2 Mounting plate 
 

5.2.1 Wall installation with mounting plate  

Determine the mounting position of the plate and align it accordingly (Fig.: 52). The sides of the mounting plate can be used 

for alignment. When specifying the mounting position, ensure full access to the box as described in Section 3.1.2.  Mark the 

mounting position, drill the 6 mm diameter holes 40 mm deep, insert the appropriate dowels and screw on the mounting 

plate (Fig.: 53). 

Two variants of the attachment of the mounting plate and box must be pointed out: 

 

 

1. FTTX Wing Box is not screwed together with the mounting plate at the wall. (Anyone can remove the box from the 

mounting plate). 

2. FTTX Wing Box is screwed with the mounting plate at the wall. (Removal is only possible if the box gets opened). 
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Re 1: Fix the mounting plate at the wall with all three screws. Then push the FTTX Wing Box from bottom to top into the 

mounting plate and press the lower part of the box uniformly into the lock mechanism until the side tabs are locked in place 

(Fig.: 54/55). This allows the FTTX Wing Box to be removed from the mounting plate without first opening it. The box is now 

ready for further installation. 

    
  Fig.: 52    Fig.: 53   Fig.: 54   Fig.: 55 

 

Re 2: 

Please do not screw down the lower screw yet. Install 

first the box on the mounting plate as described above at 

item "Re 1" and fix it correct (Fig.: 54/55). Then open the 

box and screw the lower screw through the box and 

mounting plate (Fig.: 56) 

 

 

 
  Fig.: 56 

 

5.2.2 Pole mounting 
 

Remove the back dome of the mounting plate with an appropriate tool (Fig.: 57). Attach the mounting plate at the pole with 

2 cable ties or 2 metal straps. For each bar a mounting strap is to be used (Fig.: 58). Ensure that the straps are separated 

as far as possible (Fig.: 58). The straps must be expert working tightened, as otherwise they could distort the mounting 

plate so that the box cannot be installed. Push the box from bottom to top into the mounting plate and press the lower part 

of the box uniformly into the lock mechanism until the side tabs are locked in place (Fig.: 59/60). 

The FTTX Wing Box is now ready for further installation. 

 

       
 Fig.: 57    Fig.: 58   Fig.: 59    Fig.: 60  
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6 List of variants and accessories 
 
566140  FTTX Wing Box (Heatshrink and ANT Crimp-splice), grey 
   
566210  FTTX Wing Box (ANT), white 
   
Pre-assembled FTTX Wing box (ANT) with LC /APC pigtails, white 
566153  FTTX Wing Box 2x LC/APC 
   
566154  FTTX Wing Box 4x LC/APC 
   
566150  FTTX Wing Box 6x LC/APC 
   
566155  FTTX Wing Box 8x LC/APC 
   
566151  FTTX Wing Box 10xLC/APC 
   
566152  FTTX Wing Box 12xLC/APC 
   
566156   FTTX Wing Box 14xLC/APC 
   
566157  FTTX Wing Box 16xLC/APC 
   
Pre-assembled FTTX Wing Box (ANT) with SC/APC pigtails, white 
 566146  FTTX Wing Box 2x SC/APC 
   
 566147  FTTX Wing Box 4x SC/APC 
   
 566148  FTTX-Wing Box 6x SC/APC 
   
 566149  FTTX-Wing Box 8x SC/APC 
   
Accessories   
566666  FTTX Wing Box Wall mouting plate 
   
  Splice holder heatshrink 
   
405949  Fastening element for cable central strength member d= 1 - 5 mm 
   
  Strain relief kit for cable/tube at exit area 
   
Special Accessories (Please contact your TKF representative, he will gladly advice you) 
  Lock screws with special drives and screw heads 
   
 
 
Further TKF components and system solutions like: Gas-water block connector; Tubes; Splice accessories; Adapter;  
Patch-cords; Cable; Splitter; Cleaning-accessories or miscellaneous items you will find by click at the link or scan of  
the QR code. 
 
www.ace-fibreoptic.com 
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